GENTLY “MELTING AWAY” AILMENTS

New homeopathic compound remedies
heal in short order
High-tech device is first to measure human aura with objective signals
“Gentle medicine” is steadily gaining ground: a German physician has, over the past few decades, developed
a new naturopathic healing technique that can “melt
away” ailments triggered by underlying emotional conflicts by means of innovative homeopathic compound
remedies. With the aid of a high-tech device, therapists
can determine the appropriate medications based upon
subtle vibrational information from the patient. This
represents the first time that an alternative-medicine
therapy has bridged the gap with orthodox medicine.
Dr. Thomas Höhn carefully connects a cable to the wrist
of a patient who is suffering from chronic pain, establishing a contact with the handy diagnostic device. The
well-known doctor from the German TV channel MDR
sets the front-panel switches to Vital energy and 10 percent. He then presses down on the upraised arm of the
stressed-out businesswoman suffering from intolerable
pain in her jaw. In this muscle test, the arm resists at
first, but at a setting of 30 percent, it begins to go down.
“For the first time,” says Höhn, “a person’s life energy
can be measured objectively.”
Lately, more and more orthodox-medicine physicians
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swear by this subtle-energy test device—a core component of the revolutionary healing technique developed
by the general practitioner Dr. Reimar Banis. Just two
years after its introduction, about 400 physicians in
Germany alone are making use of the method known
as Psychosomatic Energetics. In the USA, Canada and
Australia, this ingenious subtle-energy treatment method
for emotionally based ailments is causing a sensation,
and is well on the road to reconciling the long-term rival
camps of orthodox and alternative medicine.
This healing technique can not only measure the four
levels of a person’s life energy (vital, emotional, mental,
causal), which correspond to the four frequency ranges
of an EEG, the sensitive test system is also able to identify physical/mental disorders and their underlying emotional conflicts, as well as propose the appropriate therapy using innovative homeopathic compound remedies.
The various drop combinations are designed to have a
healing effect on a total of 28 negative emotional states.
In the past, it took years of psychotherapy to uncover
underlying pathogenic emotional states. “Now it only
takes less than 10 minutes,” says TV-doctor Höhn,
based on tests and treatments of his patients.
“Before this, the connection between body, mind and
spirit could not be objectively represented,” says Dr.
Höhn happily about the swift identification of etiology.
A neuralgia patient of his reacted quickly: a mere half
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hour after taking the 12 drops prescribed for her individual emotional state, her pain was gone.

underlying emotional background must first be brought
to light before healing stimuli can be applied.
“Since these energy-draining conflicts are almost always
located in subconscious emotional regions,” says Reimar
Banis, “Psychoenergetics is a kind of midwife to the unspeakable in the Psyche.”

Figure 1 — TV Doctor Thomas Höhn checks a patient’s energy state with the new aura-measurement
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What might seem at first glance to be a healing miracle
has become routine for Dr. Reimar Banis in his private
practice. “When it comes to highly sensitive people,
children and even animals,” says the inventor of the
emotional remedies, “healing can take just days or even
hours.” Normally though, this short-term psychotherapy
with drops lasts for 4 to 6 weeks, and up to a year in the
case of large conflicts.
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It took nearly three decades of meticulous work for
Banis to catalog the symptomatology of the interrelationships between specific homeopathic agents and the
28 pathogenic basic sensitivities that he had identified.
Banis says that it’s like trying to “catch a stampeding
herd of cattle with a big net.” Whereas conventional
homeopathy, using a time-consuming procedure, treats
an ailment with a predetermined potentiation of one
specific agent, presenting a single-point stimulus, Banis
surrounds the underlying emotional problem with a grid
made up of at least four medications with different potentiations.

The mixtures of plant, mineral and organic high potentiations are used mostly for ill-defined vegetative ailments, for which the usual orthodox-medicine tests such
as blood count or laparoscopy provide no information;
this includes bedwetting, insomnia, lower back pain,
shortness of breath, irritable bladder, Globus sensation in the neck, tinnitus as well as cardiac arrhythmia,
depression and stomach ulcers.
But Psychosomatic Energetics can even come to grips
with very serious syndromes such as epilepsy. There are
documented cases in which the number of epilepsy attacks went from five a day down to once a month—after
a mere four weeks of therapy. Quick results are also possible in Parkinson‘s cases. A naturopath from the lowerRhine town of Rees was, as he put it, astonished when
one of his Parkinson‘s patients, considered basically
incurable, stood up from his wheelchair after a mere
month of the healing drops. “All of a sudden his body
was just full of energy.”
It is above all the (seemingly) hopeless cases with “imagined ailments” who seek out energy-medicine physicians,
who proceed according to the basic assumption that the

Figure 2 — He developed the “Psychosomatic
Energetics” device: Biophysicist Dieter Jossner.
This makes it very hard for the energy thief to escape
as it is being “gently melted away.” By contrast, conventional homeopathy and Bach Flowers therapy work
more like a “shotgun, hoping to graze the disease,” says
the naturopath.

What does science have to say?
Even mainstream science now confirms, to its own
amazement, the effectiveness of the gentle medicine
from Swabia. “I know of no other therapeutic method,”
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says Günter Haffelder, head of the Stuttgart Brain Research Institute, “that has such a strong effect on human
brain waves.” As their tested and prescribed Emotional
drops dissolved on their tongues, the EEG readings of
test subjects exhibited markedly improved brain performance. “The two halves of the brain were in sync with
each other,” said physicist Haffelder with surprise. “New
neural nets were built up, and the cranial stress diminished almost immediately.”
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And so the emotional drops quickly blossomed from a
useful psychotherapeutic supplement to an independent
subtle-energy healing system. “Amazingly enough, the
drops alone are often all you need,” says Reimar Banis.
“In most cases, the emotional self-healing process proceeds without a hitch, gently and simply.”
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Figure 3 — Günter Haffelder
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